SEPTEMBER 1 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2022

DISTRIBUTING A LARGE SELECTION OF INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES ACROSS CANADA

ULTRASONIC ANIMAL ALERT
•Warn wildlife from traffic – day or night! The Hobi Ultrasonic Animal Alert minimizes
collisions with wildlife, and assures your family’s safety •At speeds over 50 km/h
the Hobi Alert transmits a high frequency ultrasonic sound that alerts most wildlife
of an oncoming vehicle •There’s no switches to turn on, and nothing is heard by the
driver or pets inside the vehicle •Comes ready to mount with self adhesive base, and
countersunk holes for screw mounting •Comes in blister card of 2 •Black

QQQ95400

7.99

$

CUT/IMPACT NITRILE COATED GLOVES
•TPR guards for impact protection •High performance polyethylene fibre shell provides
cut resistance, dexterity, and comfort •13 gauge sandy nitrile foam coating for an excellent
wet/dry and light oil grip •Foam padded palm (inside of glove) for comfort, durability, and
vibration absorption •Unique pull-tab feature displays the CE rating and provision for ID
•Seamless knit construction •Abrasion, puncture, and tear resistant •Size: Medium

BDG9919790M

ANSI

23.99

$

RESETTABLE COMBINATION PADLOCK
•Set your own combination •Use combination reset feature to restrict/change
allowed access •Reset to any of 10,000 numbers •4-digit direct operation
•Heavy hardened shackle provides high resistance to cutting and prying

MAS175D

23.

$

99

Specifications
Body Width (W)
Shackle Diameter (A)
Shackle Width (C)
Shackle Clearance (B)

2”
5/16”
1”
1”

EN388

A3
Cut
Level

4X43C

ACCENT HIGHLIGHTER
PEN PACK

COUNTER/BENCH
BRUSH

4.75

$

•Easy gliding chisel tip for smooth highlighting of
wide or narrow lines
•Quick drying and odourless
4-pack of highlighter pens, includes fluorescent
orange, pink, yellow and turquoise blue

499.99

75

•Thick bristles catch all debris for quick
and easy cleaning
•Resistant to high heat
•13-1/2” overall length
•3” trim
•1-3/4” brush width

BRO607

SAN25174

LIQUID LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
15.99

$

12V MAX XTREME
IMPACT WRENCH
209.00

$

•Phosphate-free and biodegradable
•It will brighten whites while providing top quality
cleaning for all washable materials including: cotton,
polyester, silk, and wool
•It is safe for use in domestic high efficiency washing
machines
•Environmentally friendly
•4 L jug
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Included Accessories: •8.2 ft. hose •Fleece filter bag
•Wet and dry floor nozzle •Crevice nozzle

KAR11482060
Specifications
Cleaning Path
14”
Water Lift
102” of water
Air Flow Rate
150 CFM
Waste Container Capacity
8.2 gal.
Operating Noise Level
68 dBA
Motor
1,380 W
Hose Length
13 ft.
Power Cord Length
25 ft.
Weight
30.0 lbs.
Dimensions (L x W x H)
22.0” x 14.5” x 22.2”

M18 FUEL™ 14”
ABRASIVE CHOP SAW
KIT
549.00

$

•Designed for hard-to-reach automotive repairs and
engine work •LED light ring increases visibility in low
light situations •Variable speed trigger •Glass filled
nylon housing resists effects of harsh automotive
chemicals and solvents •Brushless motor •Drive Size:
1/2"

DEWDCF901B
Specifications
Anvil Type
No Load Speed
Impacts/Min
Max. Tightening Torque
Max. Breakaway Torque
Tool Length
Tool Weight

Hog ring
0 to 2,850 RPM
0 to 3,250 IPM
250 ft-lbs.
400 ft-lbs.
5.2”
2 lbs.

•POWERSTATE™ Brushless motor •REDLINK PLUS™
Intelligence •RAPID STOP™ blade brake •Cuts up to
200 steel studs per charge •Tool-free blade change
and fence adjustment •Overload indicator light

MWK299020

Specifications
Voltage
Amps
No Load
Cut Capacity

18V
15A
4,000 RPM
5”

M18™ COMPACT
BLOWER

SHOCKFORCE DUAL
7 PIECE CUSHION
SIDED TAPE MEASURE GRIP SCREWDRIVER
SET

129.00

$

26.99

$

•3-Speed electronic switch and variable speed
trigger allow for versatile clearing power •Lock-on
switch reduces user fatigue •Extension nozzle clears
dust and debris easily from the ground or overhead
without having to lean over or stretch •Universal
inflator/deflator for easy set-up and take-down of
most inflatable products •Shock-absorbing polymer
and reinforced handle resists drops •Nozzle made
from soft plastic to resist crushing or cracking
•Includes: Extension nozzle, and universal inflator/
deflator

MWK088420

Specifications
Voltage
Max. Air Flow
Length
Weight

•Diamond-coated end hook grabs material from
every direction and prevents slippage •Matte nylon
blade •Optimized drum and spring design provides a
compact case design that fits comfortably in the palm
of your hand •Dual-sided blade print with vertical
quick read scale on underside for overhead and hard
to reach measurements •Full 14 ft. of unassisted
standout •Steel tether point offers increased safety
capability when working at height and can be used
for scribing and drawing arcs during layout •Metric/
Imperial •Blade Width: 1-3/16” •Length: 16 ft.

99.99

$

•General purpose selection of the most frequently
used screwdrivers •Includes three cabinet tip,
two Phillips tip, and two keystone tip screwdrivers
•Reusable plastic container

KLN85076

AAAL1116CME

18V
100 CFM
20-1/2”
2.6 lbs.

3/4” AIR IMPACT
WRENCH
899.99

3/16” COMPACT AIR
RIVETER

$

•Steel hammer case •One-handed forward/reverse
and feather-touch trigger •Quiet technology reduces
sound of the tool •Cold-forged twin hammer impact
mechanism •Pressure gauge •Drive: 3/4"

IRT2146Q1MAX
Specifications
Nut-Busting Torque (REV) 2,000 ft.-lbs.
REV: 1,450 ft.-lbs.
Maximum Torque
FWD: 1,300 ft.-lbs.
Blows per Minute
1,075 BPM
Max. Free Speed
5,500 RPM
Air Inlet
3/8” NPTF
Min. Hose Size
1/2”
Impacting Sound Level
94.3 dBA
8.4 m/s2
Vibration
Uncertainty: 3.0 m/s2
Avg. Air Consumption
14 CFM
Air Cons. @ Load
36 CFM
Length
8.5”
7.8 lbs.
Weight

219.99

NEUTRAL DETERGENT
ALL-PURPOSE
CLEANER

$

11.99

$

•3/16” (4.8 mm) max. capacity
•For rivets in aluminum, copper
and softer materials •Heavy
pulling: up to 2,200 lbs. (1,000 kg) •Transparent
container with holes for quick release of rivet ends
•Simple construction for easy maintenance •Great for
trailer panels, number plates, and any type of panels
maintenance •Includes: Nose pieces for rivets 3/32”,
1/8”, 5/32” and 3/16” (2.4, 3.2, 4 and 4.8 mm)

CHICP9882

Specifications
Max Axial
Pulling Load
Average Air Cons.
Hose Int.
Air Inlet
Length
Weight

2,200 lb
@ 85 PSI
1 CFM
3/8”
1/4” NPT
8.9”
3.3 lbs.

•Versatile concentration designed for floors, walls
and counter tops, plus a variety of other cleaning
jobs •Quickly removes grease, oily soil and dirt in
industrial and food processing areas •Non-toxic,
non-flammable and non-corrosive formulation
cleans without harming wax on floors •Safe for all
surfaces not harmed by water •4 L jug

JJJ14201

SI 5015™ BLUE RTV
SILICONE ADHESIVE
SEALANT

FULL SYNTHETIC
DIESEL MOTOR OIL

V-MAXX® SAFETY
GOGGLES

9.99

$

54.99

$

9.99

$

•Cures to a tough, flexible rubber
•Makes reliable “formed-in-place” gaskets that resist
shrinking, cracking, and migrating
•Coats pre-cut gaskets to increase reliability
•Temperature range is -54°C to 260°C intermittent
•Low volatility
•Fills gaps to 0.25”
•80 mL tube, carded

LCT30560

FULLY AUTOMATIC
SELF RETRACTING
SAFETY KNIFE

•Our best cold temperature performance •Superior
extended drain capability •Meets or exceeds
the requirements of OEMs •Delivers greater
horsepower and improved fuel economy •SAE 5W40 CK-4 •4.731 L

PPLHDS5405

DAL11250810

DIAL CALIPER

BETTER BUILT®
$
JOBSITE
799.99
STORAGE
CHEST

99.99

$

15.99

•Sleek wrap-around styling for a 180°, clear field
of vision •Indirect ventilation style for impact or
splash applications •Pivoting headband clips to
adjust strap around hard hats or hearing protection
•Peel-off goggle covers •Can be worn over most
prescription eyewear (OTG compatible) •Meets ANSI
Z87.1 and is tested by Honeywell to the CSA Z94.3
standard •Adjustable neoprene headband •Fog-ban
anti-fog lens coating •Clear lens tint

$

•English only
•0” to 6”
•Blade automatically retracts when it loses contact
with cutting surface – even if the blade slide is
engaged •Fibreglass-reinforced, high-impact handle
•Anti-slip textured handle •Lanyard hole •Blade
Included: RSKB •Cutting Depth: 10 mm (0.39”)

AAASK6

We CARRY
Replacement
Blades!

PCR163009
•Full arc welded, 16 ga. body construction with
powder coat finish •Wide stance, 7 ga. 4 way skid
base •Fully welded recessed handle •1/4” thick
lock tangs for superior protection against breakins •Locking lid spreader for safety •One time
install lock system with recessed housing •Storage
Capacity: 16 cu. ft. •Dimensions: 28" H x 48" W x
24" D •Weight: 145 lbs.

KNA2048BB

